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HI, 
I'M DOM DAVIS, 

AND I HAVE DEPRESSION!
Surprise!
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HI, I'M DOM DAVIS, AND I HAVE DEPRESSION

has been classified for ACCU exhibiPon

Strong language, reference to suicide and 
self harm, drug references, mild fantasy peril... 
oh, and spiders. Don't forget about the spiders.



if mouth.Flapping() {

 !// !!... happy path

}




switch {

case mouth.Flapping():

!// !!... happy path

case responding:

!// !!... should be OK

default:

 panic("check in frequently")

}
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AI is a moving wavefront of things  
a human can do but a computer can't. 



ANI



AGI



Daphne Weld Nichols, Photographer, CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons



hYps://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/thumbnails/image/iss064s002.jpg



ASI



SIGAXE



WARNING! !

Never let AI reproduce 
Never arm a robot (without an human in the loop)



Glosser.ca, CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons



Glosser.ca, CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons
n < 1010? LOL!
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n < 1010? LOL!

≠



Glosser.ca, CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons

It looks like you are 
trying to write a letter...

n < 1010? LOL!

≠



!// TODO: We should probably fix this before prod release
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AI is not a 
silver bullet

Oh...



A NON-EXHAUSTIVE LIST OF THINGS DOM IS 
NOT AN EXPERT ON:
NEURO DIVERSITY 
CLINICAL DEPRESSION 
HUMAN PSYCHOLOGY 
SELECT * FROM STUFF
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A NON-EXHAUSTIVE LIST OF THINGS DOM IS 
NOT AN EXPERT ON:
NEURO DIVERSITY 
CLINICAL DEPRESSION 
HUMAN PSYCHOLOGY 
SELECT * FROM STUFF 
ANYONE ELSE





YOU HAVE NO IDEA WHAT 
SOMEONE IS GOING THROUGH 
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Is 4PM good for you?
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Me Yeah, Sure...

Authority Figure Hey, we need to have a chat.  
Is 4PM good for you?





Pterinochilus murinus is also known as "OBT", which means "orange bitey thing".





HI, I'M DOM DAVIS, AND I HAVE DEPRESSION

has been classified for ACCU exhibiPon

Strong language, reference to suicide and 
self harm, drug references, mild fantasy peril... 
oh, and spiders. Don't forget about the spiders.



PLEASE, FOR THE LOVE OF ALL 
THAT IS GOOD, GIVE US A HINT AS 
TO WHAT THE MEETING IS ABOUT!



Human InteracPons And State Changes

Me Yeah, Sure...

Authority Figure Hey, we need to have a chat.  
Is 4PM good for you?

More complete context

Assumed or missing context
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TANZT KAPUTT, WAS 
EUCH KAPUTT MACHT!



n < 5 n > 100
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Brave Courageous
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HI, 
I'M DOM DAVIS, 

AND I HAVE DEPRESSION!
Gout



I suffer from
gout...

Ouch! I bet
that's painful



I suffer from
depression...

...



DEPRESSION



DEPRESSION
WTF?!

What even is this?!



I



AM



NOT



SAD



DEPRESSION ≠ SAD 









hYps://www.nhs.uk/mental-health/condiPons/clinical-depression/

Depression is a low mood that lasts 
for weeks or months and affects 
your daily life.



Sad ≠ 1 
Happy

Sad ≠ -Happy



snap out of it!

pull yourself
together



"It’s ooen said that depression results 
from a chemical imbalance, but that 
figure of speech doesn’t capture how 
complex the disease is."

hYps://www.health.harvard.edu/mind-and-mood/what-causes-depression



"It’s ooen said that depression results 
from a chemical imbalance, but that 
figure of speech doesn’t capture how 
complex the disease is."
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"Honestly, I thought I'd given birth to a freak!"
- My Mother
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Schizophrenia ≠ dissociaPve personality disorder 



OCDC



OBSESSIVE  
COMPULSIVE  
DIS ORDER 



Obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) is a mental 
disorder in which a person has certain thoughts 
repeatedly (called "obsessions") or feels the need to 
perform certain rouPnes repeatedly (called 
"compulsions") to an extent which generates distress 
or impairs general funcPoning.



The person is unable to control either the thoughts or 
acPviPes for more than a short period of Pme. 
Common compulsions include hand washing, 
counPng of things, and checking to see if a door is 
locked.



These acPviPes occur to such a degree that the 
person's daily life is negaPvely affected, ooen taking 
up more than an hour a day.
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for food {

 Eat()

}



=



=

=



Ow! Get off!!!



CONTEXT















"It's a cry for help!"

No, but it might be a desperate attempt to 
get away from your stupid twee 
euphemisms!



"It's a cry for help!"

No, it's attempt to make it stop!



"It's a cry for help!"

No, it's attempt to make it stop!

You c
an't h

elp!

No one can help!

I don't deserve help!

I can't go on...



<There are no photos of this period of my life, save the 
one I showed you, and that belonged to a friend...>









Hello!



1 in 4 people will experience a mental health 
problem of some kind each year in England

hYps://www.mind.org.uk/informaPon-support/types-of-mental-health-problems/
staPsPcs-and-facts-about-mental-health/how-common-are-mental-health-problems/



1 in 6 people report experiencing a common 
mental health problem (like anxiety and 
depression) in any given week in England

hYps://www.mind.org.uk/informaPon-support/types-of-mental-health-problems/
staPsPcs-and-facts-about-mental-health/how-common-are-mental-health-problems/
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! ! ! ! ! !



YOU ARE NOT ALONE!



I suffer from
depression...
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job prospects?



I suffer from
depression...

Will this hurt my 
job prospects?

Will this hurt my 
company?



I suffer from
mental health

issues
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Borderline Personality Disorder

Borderline personality disorder (BPD) [...] is a mental illness characterised by a 
long-term paYern of unstable relaPonships, distorted sense of self, and strong 
emoPonal reacPons. Those affected ooen engage in self-harm and other 
dangerous behaviour. They may also struggle with a feeling of empPness, fear of 
abandonment, and detachment from reality. Symptoms of BPD may be triggered 
by events considered normal to others. [...] Approximately 10% of people 
affected with the disorder die by suicide.The disorder is ooen sPgmaPzed in 
both the media and the psychiatric field.

hYps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Borderline_personality_disorder









Forget the clouds, head 
in the stars!
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ANYONE, OF ANY GENDER, AND 
ANY AGE CAN SELF HARM IN A 
MYRIAD OF DIFFERENT WAYS.
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8.98.9 deaths per 100,000 populaPon
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The result is a self-fulfilling prophecy and a 
cycle of sPgmaPzaPon to which both 

paPent and therapist contribute.
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OH, IT'S REALLY 
SIMPLE, YOU JUST...
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WORDS HAVE POWER. 
CHOOSE THEM WISELY!



"Life is chaos. Be Kind"
Michelle McNamara
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“For millions of years, mankind lived just like the animals. Then something 
happened which unleashed the power of our imaginaPon. We learned to 
talk and we learned to listen. Speech has allowed the communicaPon of 
ideas, enabling human beings to work together to build the impossible. 
Mankind's greatest achievements have come about by talking, and its 
greatest failures by not talking. It doesn't have to be like this. Our greatest 
hopes could become reality in the future. With the technology at our 
disposal, the possibiliPes are unbounded. All we need to do is make sure we 
keep talking.”

Stephen Hawking


